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Liviu Hodor`s start in music came up with smashing succes. His singles
took by storm the radio stations playlists and the club sessions, Liviu
being already among the successful romanian dance projects.










In
2009
Liviu
started
a
collaboration with a romanian
singer called Tara and released
the song `Happy for you`. Their
single has been no.1 for several
weeks all over Romanian radio
charts.
You can watch the video for
`Happy for you` – Liviu Hodor
feat Tara on:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GYFEIw8OLQs
After more than 1 year from the
release,
radios all over the
country are still playing it,
making `Happy for you` the
most longeval song on the
Romanian Top 100 Airplay chart.
`Happy for you` conquered
other coutries too. The song is
licensed all over the world with
the biggest record companies
there.



In the first part of 2010, Liviu Hodor
released his second single together
with Tara. `Dream with you` is a
summer catchy track with a lovely
accordion vibe on it. The track was
composed by Liviu Hodor alongside his
fellow studio partners from the band
Sunrise Inc. The track has also
received a lot of radio airplays in
Romania and is one of the most played
song in the clubs here.

You can watch the video for `Dream
with
you` – Liviu Hodor feat Tara on:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
1Fe3LCfs2HA




In July 2011 Liviu Hodor released his third single, called `Sweet Love`.
For this time the DJ have chosen to work with Mona, a fresh and sensual
voice. The new Liviu Hodor single conquer the radio stations playlists
and the club sessions all over the word. In Romania `Sweet
Love`become The Summer Hit of 2011 and the song is still no.1 on
Romanian music charts.

You can watch the video for`Sweet Love` – Liviu Hodor feat Mona on:
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgDJDHpENnI


